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C.BHOGILAL WESTEND, a retail organization since 1914 has evolved over 

time and with thorough experience has given the bathroom industry a new 

vision and understanding of hygiene being health.

A tweet 'Luxury is a right' has encouraged the Indian market to attain the 

International brands and C. Bhogilal Westend extends the reach with strong 

backup and solution.

Standing by the Goodwill of 105 years and experience of 3 generations, 

Managing Director Mr. Kekin S Shah promises nothing but client care and 

best service in the bathroom industry.

WELCOME TO
THE WORLD OF LUXURY

TESSERA INDIA 

Delhi office. Unit No. 356/357, 
MG Road, Next To Sultanpur 
Metro Station, New Delhi - 110 030.
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The cube. Ushered into art. Taken to a new level by AXOR 

Edge. An asymmetrical arrangement of rectangular prisms, 

crafted with ultra-precision. 

A masterpiece through and through. Cube by cube. 

Transcending aesthetic and technical boundaries. Cut with 

diamonds, for edges and surfaces that verge on perfection.

AXOR Edge takes exclusivity to new heights. Bold yet 

refined. With flawlessly smooth surfaces that reflect light 

evenly. Intensely. Enlivened with structured surfaces that 

act as a counterpart. 

Enhancing the effect of the high-gloss surfaces. Creating 

fascinating contrasts. Expressing individual personality. 

With a level of precision achieved only with state-of-the-art 

diamond-cutting technology.

AXOR Edge consists of 25 products. For the washbasin. For 

the bathtub. For the shower. In perfection.

FORM FOLLOWS
PERFECTION

hansgrohe Rainfinity is a special shower 

range, precisely tailored to your needs. With 

its overall  composition of innovative 

technology, stylish design, and superior 

quality, Rainfinity opens up a new dimension 

of showering.

With its concave shape and innovative wall 

connection, which makes the conventional 

shower arm superfluous, Rainfinity is nothing 

short of a trendsetter. The modern surface in 

elegant, matte white and the contemporary 

graphite of the simply structured jet disc are a 

visual highlight in the bathroom. The 

innovative wall connection allows adjusting 

tilt of the head shower between 10 and 30 

degrees, thus guaranteeing a comfortable 

showering position that, if desired, keeps your 

face and hair dry. The shower experience is 

further enhanced by the slightly concave 

spray surface and the diffused arrangement 

of the jet disc holes. This combination 

ensures that the spray of water isn't limited to 

the head and shoulders as usual, but softly 

envelops the body with water.

MEET THE BEAUTY
OF WATER



Dornbracht is a globally operating, family-run manufacturer of 

high-quality fittings and accessories for bathrooms and kitchens. 

The brand believes that personal wellness and sustainability 

starts in the bathroom.

“Aquamoon” by Dornbracht is a luxury shower that offers a 

multisensory experience. Its recessed dome blends in with the 

bathroom or spa architecture. When looking up, a special depth 

effect unfolds: a hidden light strip creates a feeling of infinity.

CONNECT WITH
PERSONAL WELLNESS

& SUSTAINABILITY



Since it's foundation in 1748, Villeroy & Boch the German ceramic producer is 

deeply rooted in European culture and has developed into an international 

lifestyle brand. It produces innovative, chic and luxurious products to 

enhance people's lives, provide continuous inspiration and open up new 

horizons for truly personalised interior design

INNOVATION
MEETS
LUXURY



Founded in 2010, Kreoo is an Italian company that 

produces high-level designer furniture for the 

bathroom, living room and garden, and for contract 

projects and private houses.  Kreoo plays an 

unknown dimension of marble and combines natural 

stone with other material elements, like Wood, 

Murano glass, Metals, etc.

ENTER AN UNKNOWN
DIMENSION OF MARBLE
WITH KREOO



Antonio Lupi is a Tuscan company that has stood out in 

the design and manufacturing of bathroom furniture, 

both in Italy and abroad, for the past fifty years. The 

distinctive features of this ever-developing company 

are its ability to innovate by continuously searching for 

new materials and designs.

DISTINGUISHED BY
INNOVATION IN MATERIAL
& DESIGN



Founded in 2008 by Patrizia Furnari and Fabio 

Fazio, Lithea has its roots firmly buried in the 

Sicilian land and produces cladding, flooring, 

accessories and indoor and outdoor furnishing. 

The brand reinvents the face of the lithic 

material which has infinite and inadvertent 

varieties fully classing it as one of the 

contemporary materials.

AN ITALIAN TWIST
TO STONE & MARBLE



Kallista was started by two European visionaries- 

Anthony Pontin and Norman Bell, intending to break the 

white-and-chrome convention by offering plumbing 

products of superior design, style, and functionality.

Early success can be attributed to Pontin and Bell's 

unwavering commitment to showcasing only the most 

skilled craftsmen by the company. 

The highlight product, the Grid Faucet from KALLISTA is 

an award-winning design manufactured through a 3D 

printing process that can produce the geometric 

minimal outline form with precision.

LIVE ARTFULLY
WITH KALLISTA



SICIS was born in 1987 from an 

intuition: to recover the artistic 

mosaic from the l imbo of 

history and bringing it to the 

present age enhancing its 

flexibility and discovering new 

applications. Production is 

entirely made-in-Italy and still 

v e r y  c o n n e c t e d  w i t h  t h e 

handcraft world.

REDISCOVERING
THE MOSIAC ART



As a French manufacturer of bathroom 

fittings and accessories, the brand THG 

Paris provides both exquisite French 

craftsmanship and designs of the highest 

level. With our unique know-how, we offer 

exceptional products for the bathroom, 

whose excellence allows THG Paris to 

deserve its "Haute Couture of bathroom 

fittings" title.

For over 60 years, with expertise, THG Paris 

offers exceptional collections of bathroom 

fittings, sanitary ware and accessories, 

thereby enhancing bathroom design and 

offers models of bathroom fittings in very 

different styles. Both aesthetically pleasing 

and of high technical quality, THG Paris 

products comply with the requirements 

and standards prevailing in all countries 

around the world.

Enter the exclusive world of THG Paris and 

see a preview of what exceptional 

expertise, where creation goes hand in 

hand with elegance and prestige.

TIMELESS
LUXURY
AND ART
OF LIVING

"Bath & Art de vivre"



Founded in 1817, Duravit has helped introduce revolutionary ideas and 

design innovations that have changed the appearance of bathrooms. The 

philosophy of the brand is based on two pillars: simplicity and effectiveness. 

Duravit has always had the courage of its convictions, and this is one of the 

defining characteristics of the brand.

EMBRACE SIMPLICITY & EFFECTIVENESS  EXPERIENCE WELLNESS AT IT'S BEST

In 1956 the Jacuzzi® brothers invented the original hydrotherapy jet, today with over 60 years' 

experience in hydrotherapy, Jacuzzi® is the brand when you are looking for a hot tub or 

bathroom products. Every single Jacuzzi® hot tub, whirlpool bath, sauna or shower 

encompasses four brand values: design, health, pleasure and performance to ensure each 

product delivers an experience that will inspire and revitalise.
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